
Lecture 11 - February 14

Reactive System: Bridge Controller



Announcements

• Lab2 released
• WrittenTest1 guide released

+ Verify EECS account on a WSC machine
+ Verify PPY account and Duo Mobile on eClass

• Review Session at 7pm, Wednesday? (Zoom)
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PO/VC Rule of Invariant Preservation: Components

c: list of constants
A(c): list of axioms
v and v’: variables in pre- and post-state
I(c, v): list of invariants

G(c, v): guards of an event’s

E(c, v): effect of an event’s actions

v’ = E(c, v): BAP of an event’s actions 

D: eventparametas?
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PO/VC Rule of Invariant Preservation: Sequents

Q. How many PO/VC rules for model m0?
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Q. What does it mean when A is empty/absent?

Examples

Inference Rule: Syntax and Semantics
Syntax Semantics

Sequent Inference Jule
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Justifying Inference Rule: OR_L
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Example Inference Rules
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